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1.- INTRODUCTION

1.1.- Use and purposes of this guide.

A teacher who is passionate about educational projects, generally lacks time for all the work

that needs to be done. This guide has been designed as a practical, useful and synthetic

document containing all the necessary information and guidelines to enable teaching staff to

develop the Enterprising & Fun educational project within their educational centre.

1.2.- Main objective of the Enterprising & Fun project.

The main objective behind the Enterprising & Fun project is simple, we aim for the student to

learn that he/she is capable of making the world a slightly better place. What do we mean by

making the world a slightly better place? We mean to contribute towards the advancement of

a more inclusive, environmentally more responsible and economically more balanced and

fair society.

1.3.- Specific objectives of the Enterprising & Fun project.

The specific objectives of the Enterprising & Fun project are as follows: 

● For  students  to  learn  to  design  economically  viable  plans  for  social  entities

(companies, cooperatives and NGOs).

● For  students to learn  to design a company or  institution located within a foreign

economic environment.

● For students to learn to work in international working groups.

● For students to use English as their working language and to improve their skills in

this language.

● For students to learn to work online using cloud technology.

● For students to learn the meaning and importance of the “Europe 2020” Strategy.

● For  students  to  learn  the  meaning  and  importance  of  the  UN’s  17  proposed

sustainable development goals. 

● For students to learn to work with local and foreign media.

● For students to get to know new countries and cultures and to help them overcome

their prejudice.

● For students to make new friends.
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● For  the  educational  institution  to  create  internal  structures  and  mechanisms  for

managing present and future international educational projects.

● For  the  educational  institution  to  implement  a  collaboration  protocol  with  social

services  in  order  to  confidentially  identify,  within  the  framework  of  the  student

selection process, families who are undergoing economic difficulties.

1.4.- General description of the Enterprising & Fun project. 

Enterprising & Fun is an educational project designed for the coordination of international

mobility and implemented by the Miquel Biada School of Mataró City Council (Barcelona), in

collaboration with the Swedish Af Chapman School, in Karlskrona. The project was selected

and financed by the European Union through the Erasmus+ programme and its pilot project

was launched during the 2016/17 academic year.

In order to guarantee that the selection of students participating in the project was merit-

based and socially inclusive, the Miquel Biada School signed a collaboration agreement with

the  Department  for  Social  Welfare  of  Mataró  City  Council  to  establish  certain  selection

criteria regarding families undergoing economic difficulties. Of all the available spaces, half

were set aside for students with economic difficulties and the other half were for students

with the highest academic averages. In the event of a lack of candidates in either of the lists,

the vacancies would be filled with students from the other access list. Although the final list

was  published,  in  order  to  preserve  the  privacy  of  the  families  it  was  never  published

whether the students had been selected on the basis of academic merits or from the list of

families with economic difficulties.

The purpose of the project is to form groups of four international students (two Swedish

students and two Catalan students, in our case) so they can learn to prepare an economic

viability study for a social entity, an NGO or a cooperative. The international working groups

used English as their main working language. The international working groups were also

supervised by the group tutor, they worked editing documents online using an eight-hand

concept (cloud technology) and communicating via video conference. To learn to prepare

their projects, the students had to complete educational units specifically designed by the

teachers. The organisations which the students had to designed had to have their head

offices in Mataró or in Karlskrona (Sweden). 

All the students met in person in Mataró to carry out a week’s field work and, a few months

later, the second work session took place in Karlskrona and lasted for ten days. Aside for
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carrying out group working sessions, the students also took part in different field activities in

both countries with the aim of obtaining better knowledge of the corporate and association

network.  In  Spain  and  Sweden,  the  students  took  part  in  conferences-debates  with

consolidated local companies, local political representatives, entrepreneurs, representatives

of fair trade organisations and NGOs, they visited business incubators and local universities

with entrepreneurial projects and were interviewed by local and regional media. 
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2.- PREPARATION OF THE PROJECT

2.1.- A centre project.

An international educational project cannot and should not be an individual project or of a

group of teachers. An international educational project that aspires to continue over time and

have sustained impact within the educational community must be well integrated into the

centre’s project. Management team, teaching staff, students and families must be aware of

the  project,  sharing  its  educational  values  and  must  be  provided  with  open  doors  to

collaborate.

 

2.1.2.- The project as a subject.

A highly practical option is for Enterprising & Fun to become an optional subject within the

programme. This would automatically provide the project with a specific space for working, a

teacher and specific times. In addition, the grade obtained by the student for this subject

would be reflected in his/her academic file. 

2.1.3.- The project within a subject.

If it isn’t viable for Enterprising & Fun to be a subject, the educational project can be included

into the business economy subject, for example. The project involves several points within

this subject and also provides a cross-sectional vision that encompasses English and social

sciences.

 

2.1.4.- The project as an extracurricular activity.

If  neither of  the above options are viable,  the project  could also be implemented as an

extracurricular activity. In this case the students must attend voluntarily (in any case this is

recommended) and could have an hourly meeting with their tutor on a weekly basis. This

meeting could be held in the afternoon after finishing their normal classes. The meetings will

be a time for coordination and the students will carry out most of the work in the library or at

home.

2.2.- Financing.
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The activities carried out within the framework of the Enterprising & Fun project, such as a

conference held  at  a  business  incubator,  the trip  and field work  in  a foreign country  or

attending a relevant theatre performance, must be financed. The main financing possibilities

which can be handled are as follows:

 

2.2.1.- Institutions.

The different public and private institutions have funds for financing educational activities. It

is necessary to start seeking funds within the public centre itself, then in the city council and

other  local  institutions,  but  it  will  also be necessary to seek financing from the regional

government  and  institutions,  to  then  opt  for  seeking  funds  from  the  state/national

government (Ministry of Education) and from institutions within this field, then one may move

towards seeking funding from the EU and its institutions and, lastly, if the project is very solid

and  ambitious  funding  may  be  sought  from international  institutions  such  as  UNESCO,

UNICEF or the UNDP. 

2.2.2.- Financing activities.

An effective and traditional resource is to propose to the students a framework in which they

can carry out activities to pay for their own personal expenses relating to the project. The

teachers can organise cake sales during the lunch break, sell T-shirts, flowers or seasonal

products, among others. It could be very useful for students to learn what it takes to make

€300 and to work during the school year to achieve this goal.

2.2.3.- Individual.

Individual financing should be the very last option, given its power to discriminate students in

socially vulnerable situations. 

2.3.- Partners.

With the relevant modifications, Enterprising & Fun is a project that could be executed in a

single school. However, the project has been designed to work with the collaboration of two

or more centres in two or more countries. This way, the educational project will be much

more enriching. If this is the first time you are implementing the project, we recommend you

only  have  one  partner.  The  partner  you  choose  for  implementing  the  project  may  be
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responsible for 50% of the success or failure of the project. Choosing the best suited partner

is a key element. 

  

2.3.1.- Selecting partners.

In order to find the best partner, you can implement the following resources:

2.3.1.1.- eTwinning and results platform.

The eTwinning1 portal is a platform created by the European Union for twinning educational

centres. To participate in the portal, you must first obtain the relevant accreditation from your

country’s educational authority (normally a simple and agile process). Write a message on

the board explaining the type of partner you are looking for and describing the project itself.

In parallel,  read the messages posted by other members, giving preference to the most

recent  ones.  Try searching for partners by countries,  as this can help in improving your

organisation. 

The Erasmus+2 results platform is a space where the centres that have carried out

Erasmus+ project share the material and experience obtained. A centre that has taken part

in  an Erasmus+ could be a good partner for  an Enterprising & Fun project.  The results

platform is also useful for finding ideas that can enrich your projects.

2.3.1.2.- Educational institutions.

Regional  or  state/national  educational  institutions  often  have  databases  listing  foreign

educational centres that are interested in exchanges. If you have access, this information

can be very useful.

2.3.1.3.- Professional and personal contacts.

Make sure all your colleagues, friends and family know you are looking for an educational

centre with which to establish an exchange. Send them an email (make sure the recipients

are entered as CC). If you use Twitter, Facebook or Instagram, you will only need one post

for one of your contacts to send you an email that puts the project in motion.

1https://www.etwinning.net
2http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/projects/
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2.3.2.- Regular communication.

Communication  with  the  partners  must  be  regular,  honest,  transparent  and  diplomatic.

Making people of different ages, organisations, cultures and countries work in a coordinated

manner  is  no  simple  task.  It  is  important  to  set  aside  one  hour  a  week  to  have  a

simultaneous video conference (Skype or Google Hangouts are free and work well) with the

representative of each centre involved in the project.  The clearer and more frequent the

communications, the less misunderstandings there will be. Please also check section 2.6.

2.4.- Teachers.

2.4.1.- Selecting teachers.

Selecting the team of teachers for the project is a highly important factor. Firstly, the entire

teaching staff should be involved in creating the project and doors should be open for all

people to join the list of candidates. The Enterprising & Fun management team and project

manager are best suited for selecting the teachers. On an individual level, teachers will need

to be capable of working as a team, be flexible, be willing to embark on new projects, enjoy

working on projects and have a level of English above B2. With regards to the team, you will

need  a  group  of  people  which  includes,  at  least,  teachers  from the  business  economy

department and the English language department.  However,  their  attitude in  the face of

challenges  and  their  willingness  to  learn  new  things  may  be  more  important  than  the

department in  which they work.  In  so far  as possible,  the project  should also include a

member of the management team. A person from the management team can contribute a

great deal of teaching experience and will also facilitate the project’s internal communication

and coordination in relation to the entire educational centre. In short, you will need a team of

dynamic, innovative and polite people, with a strong vocation for teaching and with a skill for

designing solutions.

2.4.2- Appointment of the project manager, treasurer and tutors.

The members of the team should agree on which members will  be the project manager

(utmost  responsible),  the treasurer  and which persons will  be  tutors to the international
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working teams made up by students. If necessary, one person may take on more than one

function. If it is difficult to reach an agreement, the management of the centre may cast the

final decisive vote.

2.4.3.- Work time dedication.

Enterprising & Fun is a comprehensive and ambitious educational project that requires a

considerable number of working hours in order for it to be executed correctly. The number of

hours required will  depend on the number of students and the level of concretion of the

works. In most European countries, by law, a secondary school teacher will work no more

than 35 to 40 hours per week. In compliance with the law and to preserve our health and that

of our colleagues, nobody should work more hours than those established by law. With this

in mind, accurate planning must be carried out regarding the number of hours that each task

requires and which member of the team will be performing each task. As a centre re-edits

the project, the calculation of the number of hours required for performing each task will

become more precise.  

2.4.4.- Substitutes, transfers and others.

The world of education is not a static, unchangeable world. Teaching professionals, as all

other professionals, can suffer contingencies such as transfers, sick leaves or substitutions

due to other reasons. These cases are not foreseeable, they are contingencies that can

happen  at  any  centre  any  year.  Hence  the  importance  of  each  centre  forecasting  the

necessary measures in the event of a member of the team leaving the project in a temporary

or definitive manner. The simplest way is to agree on a list with the names of the colleagues

who would like to and can replace the members of the original team if necessary.      

2.4.5.- Allowances, complements and extra hours.

When carrying out national or international activities outside the centre, the teachers will

have to eat away from their homes due to work reasons. The members of the team need to

know beforehand the amount  of  allowances they will  receive for  meals away from their

home. The number of hours of work dedication that an Enterprising & Fun project requires is

not necessarily always the same. Some months there may be less work and other months

may require more dedication. Before embarking on the project, we recommend participants

establish and agree on who and how extra hours will be counted and their remuneration

value.
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2.4.6.- Working at weekends.

It is highly probable that when travelling to the country of the partner educational centre or

when travelling due to other reasons, the teachers will have to work at the weekend. During

the  project  planning  stage,  it  is  recommended  that  the  corresponding  remuneration

mechanism be agreed on. Two possible options would be to calculate the hours worked at

the weekend as extra hours or to give the teachers two days off when returning from the

study trip.    

2.5.- Selecting students.

Student selection is a fundamental aspect that will  affect the educational success of the

project. The selection must be objective, fair and achievable. The project must be explained

in detail to all students and their families, and those who are still interested must register on

the list of candidates. We recommend that the students are informed that any student with

serious misconduct will not be allowed to take part in the project. With a view to ensuring the

selection is merit-based and inclusive, the following selection criteria is proposed:

2.5.1.- Academic merits.

Half of the places are reserved for students who obtained the highest average grades during

the previous year. If two students have exactly the same grade, their English grade will be

decisive. This access list aims to reward the students’ academic efforts.

 

2.5.2.- Economic difficulties.

Due to the economic crisis and the social inequalities present before crisis, many European

families are undergoing economic difficulties or are at risk of social exclusion. It is a studied

and proven fact that students living in a situation of poverty are at a higher risk of academic

failure.  To  ensure  the project  is  inclusive,  we  recommend that  the  centre  establishes  a

collaboration agreement with local social services. Families who want to may apply to be

included in the list of candidates with economic difficulties. Social services give priority to the

candidates on this list based on their economic needs. Half of the students taking part in the

project will be sourced from this list.  

2.5.3.- Privacy.
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Under no circumstance will students, families or teachers outside the project know which

access list any of the students were selected from. 

2.6.- Written agreements.

Verba volant, scripta manent. Enterprising & Fun is a project that involves minors, families

and teachers from different centres, countries and cultures. All points that are written down

are points on which it is less probable that disputes or controversies will arise. In the medium

term, reflecting agreements in writing is very effective from a cost/result point of view.

2.6.1.- Between educational centres (framework agreement).

Before embarking on the project implementation, a framework agreement will have to be

prepared and signed by the directors of the two (or more) educational centres and by all

teachers taking on any type of responsibility within the project. The agreement must include:

● Allocating  tasks:  tutor,  preparing  educational  materials,  preparing  activities

programme, bookings, hiring, etc. → Who does what?

● Terms: specific dates by which each of the tasks must be completed. →  For how

much?

● Payments:  list  of  specific  expenses assumed by each centre  (public  transport  to

reach the school, canteen service, theatre tickets, renting a conference room, etc.).

→ Who pays for what?

2.6.2.- Aimed at the families.

In the case of the families, the best option is for agreements and relevant information to be

delivered in the form of leaflets during the informative meetings.

2.6.3.- Agreements between teachers.

Framework agreement between the centres (2.6.1.) -signed by the directors and all teachers

involved- will already include in writing most of the relevant agreements. At an internal level,

it may be useful for each team at each centre to detail how they will be handling possible

replacements,  sick  leaves,  allowances,  extra  hours,  weekend  work,  responsibility

complements for teaching tasks involving minors abroad, etc.   
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2.7.- Internal and external coordination.

As is evident, coordination in any international educational project is essential. Brief, concise

and reasonable weekly meetings will help to maintain good coordination and detect relevant

problems within seven days. The basic coordination meetings required by the project are as

follows:

2.7.1.- Meetings held by student groups.

The students create a video conference -except during trips, when they meet in person-,

agree on the general lines of the task in hand and assign sub-tasks.

2.7.2.- Meetings held by student groups with tutors.

The teacher will provide feedback on the latest task assigned and will highlight any important

corrections to be made. If necessary, will also go over any concepts that the group has not

fully understood. Assigns a new task and, if necessary, assigns the sub-tasks among the

students.

2.7.3.- Weekly meetings held by teaching staff.

Meeting held by the Enterprising & Fun teaching staff: project manager, treasurer, tutors, etc.

Commenting on any possible incidents and going over the normal coordination points.

2.7.4.- Video conferences between teaching staff from each 

centre.

The two or more project managers will analyse any significant incidents and will go over the 

normal coordination points.

2.8.- The content of an Enterprising & Fun project

For guidance purposes, below is an example of the possible content of a written Enterprising
& Fun project:

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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0: ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
   

1: BUSINESS IDEA. 

1.1.) Environmental business analysis.
1.2.) Social companies.
1.3.) Developing the business idea. The CANVAS.

2: MARKETING PLAN 

2.1) SWOT Analysis.
2.2.) Mission, vision and objectives. 
2.3.) Strategy and marketing plan.

3: ORGANISATIONAL CHART 

3.1.) The company’s main areas. Functions and responsibilities.
3.2.) Types of contracts and wage costs. 
3.3.) The company’s organisational chart.

4: LEGAL FORM

4.1.) Types of legal forms.
4.2.) Selection criteria for the legal form.
4.3) Legal procedures.

5: ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL PLAN 

5.1.) Business assets and the general accounting plan.
5.2.) Investment plan.
5.3.) Financing plan.
5.4.) Calculation of break-even point.

6: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

6.1.) One-minute Youtube video summarising the project in English.
6.2.) One-minute Youtube video summarising the project in Spanish. 

7: CONCLUSION, REFLECTION AND SELF-ASSESSMENT

7.1.) Conclusion.
7.2.) Collective reflection.
7.3.) Individual self-assessment.

8: BIBLIOGRAPHY AND RESOURCES.

2.9.- Adaptation and/or preparation of educational material.
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The website for the Enterprising & Fun3 project contains a section that includes a proposal

for educational material4. In this section you will find this same guide as well as educational

units  with  exercises  that  can  help  the  working  groups  to  develop  points  1  to  5  of  the

proposed table of contents (2.8.). Use and adapt the table of contents and the educational

materials as you deem convenient and based on the specific needs of your project.  

2.10.- Activities programming.

It is advisable that most of the activities be carried out on the days during which the working

groups physically meet, i.e. on the days during which the students from country A travel to

country B and vice versa. One of the objectives of the trip is for the students to carry out field

work and gain first-hand experience regarding the social, business and corporate fabric of

the region in  which they are to open the business they are designing.  A basic activities

proposal would be:

● Talk-debate with the city mayor.

● Talk-debate with local entrepreneurs.

● Talk-debate with representatives of NGOs linked to fair trade.

● Talk-debate with local business owners.

● Visit to the local business incubator.

● Talk-debate with representatives from local cooperatives.

● Interviews with the media.

● Working sessions with student groups.

● Cultural activities

● Leisure activities.   

So,  the teaching team from country A will  prepare the activities to be carried out locally

during  the  visit  from the  students  and  teachers  from country  B  and,  for  their  part,  the

teaching  team from country  B  will  do  the  same during  the  visit  from the teachers  and

students from country A. In order to complete the activities programme, the first step is for

the visiting group to confirm their flight details. Once the dates have been confirmed, the

programme can  be  organised.  The  programme,  bookings,  hiring  activities  and  transport

services (national and international) is one of the most complex and delicate tasks to be

carried out within the framework of the Enterprising & Fun project. It is advisable that the

3 URL: enterprising.fun
4 URL: https://eaf802.wordpress.com/your-own-ef-2/
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person  responsible  for  the  activities  programme  should  not  take  on  many  other

responsibilities.  

2.10.1.- Balance between “Enterprising” and “Fun”.

As the name indicates, one of the purposes of the programme is that the students learn to

become entrepreneurs and enjoy it. Therefore, when creating the programme, the project

managers must  find a balance between the training activities and leisure activities.  This

balance  will  differ  depending  on  the  educational  culture  in  each  country  and  in  each

educational  centre  and,  your  project  will  include  students  from  at  least  two  different

countries. For the first edition we recommend you programme an educational activity in the

morning and a fun leisure activity in the afternoon. Enterprising & Fun is not a string of

random games,  but  neither  is  it  supposed to be an unattainable educational  burden for

students aged 15 to 18 years.  

2.11.- Binding grade.

The task carried out by each student within the project must be duly assessed following the

relevant assessment criteria (3.2.2.). Additionally, this grade must be binding and must have

an impact on the general assessment of the academic course in proportion to the effort

which the project has required from the student. If the student’s effort is not assessed or the

assessment is not granted the proportional weight within the group of grades obtained by the

student, some students could be tempted to not make great effort towards the project and

use this as a pretext for travelling. If the project in itself is a subject, it would be obvious for

everybody that the project has a specific weight within the student’s overall grades. If the

project  is  not  a subject  itself,  it  will  be necessary to specify  the project’s  impact  on the

academic grades. For example, the project could represent 33% of the English grade and

33% of the business economy grade. 
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3.- PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

3.1.- Adaptation and flexibility

Enterprising & Fun is,  among others,  an exercise of  coordination.  Coordination between

groups  of  under-age  students,  between  teachers  from  different  centres,  between

management teams from different countries, but also requires coordination between local

governments,  entrepreneurs,  business  owners,  members  of  NGOs,  members  of

cooperatives, people responsible for leisure activities, etc. The framework document (2.6.1.)

signed by the teachers and management teams at the start of the project will be a useful

roadmap for managing the journey. However, it is essential that all members of the project

are flexible and willing to adapt to any changes or unexpected situations which will probably

take place during the project lifetime.

3.2.- Project tutors

3.2.1.- Follow-up criteria

It is advisable that all tutors share the same follow-up criteria and that they deliver them to

the  students  in  writing  as  of  day  1.  The  follow-up  criteria  must  be  valid  for  detecting

important problems in the work pace of a group or student. 

3.2.2.- Project assessment criteria

Just like the follow-up criteria, the works must be assessed in the fairest and most objective

manner possible. We recommend that the assessment is in the form of an oral presentation

of the project before a tribunal of three teachers, including the project tutor. With a view to

standardising the assessment process for all works, we recommend that the reviewers of all

working  groups  use  the  same  heading  system,  which  will  previously  be  agreed.  It  is

important  that  the  students  have  access  to  the  heading  system  as  early  as  possible,

preferably as of the first day of the project. 

3.3.- Working groups

There is extended information on managing the groups in points 2.7.1. and 2.7.2.

3.3.1.- The principle of academic equality.
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A working group of an Enterprising & Fun project could be made up by, for example, one

Swedish students, a German student, a Belgium student and a Greek student. In general, all

students must  be treated according to the principle of academic equality,  especially with

regards to the follow-up criteria (3.2.1.) and the assessment criteria (3.2.2.). It is necessary

that the teachers and students understand that within the scope of the Enterprising & Fun

project  all  participating students will  receive the same treatment and will  have the same

rights and duties. Evidently, one must contemplate justified exceptions such as the cases of

students with physical or mental disabilities. 

3.3.2.- Meetings held by the group with the tutor.

Prior to the group’s meeting with the tutor, all members of the group must have read the

pertinent  educational  unit.  During  the  meeting,  which  may  be  online  (Skype  or  Google

Hangouts) or in person, the tutor will resolve any possible queries and explain issues. Then

the teacher will request that the students begin working on a specific task and will provide

them with the necessary indications for doing so.  

3.3.3.- Assigning and completing tasks

There are many strategies for working online with international working groups. If you have

never worked as a teacher on this type of projects, we propose you manage the working

group in the following manner:

Let’s assume that the group has started unit 2:  Organisational Chart. We recommend that

the tutor asks the members of the team to agree on the following:

1. Which departments will comprise the organisation and which responsibilities will each

department take on.

2. Which  types  of  contracts  will  be  formalised  and  which  are  the  forecast  wage

expenses. 

3. What the institution’s organisational chart should look like. 

When the  group has agreed on these  three points,  each member  of  the  group will  be

assigned one of the three points to carry out what has been agreed. At the start of the work,

the tutor may assign sub-tasks but closer to the end of the work it is convenient that the
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students become capable of allocating them on their own (in this case, allocating points 1, 2

and 3).

It is strongly advised that the students working online, even though they may be working

next  to  each  other,  using  the  collective  document  editing  option  provided  by  Google

Documents. This will enable them to work together on the same document at the same time

and see what their colleagues are doing. When everybody has completed their sub-tasks, all

members of the group will come together to review all the sub-tasks in case they want to

make any changes or improvements. In parallel, the teacher will have been observing, in

person or  online,  the development  of  the document  and will  have made suggestions  or

corrected the text as the students have completed their individual parts. When the students

consider  the  unit  to  be  finished,  the  teacher  will  carry  out  a  final  assessment,  request

corrections and rethink matters. When the teacher considers that the content of the unit is

correct, the teacher will introduce the next unit and will repeat the process. 

3.3.4.- Problems within the group.

The two  most  common problems are  loss  of  information  and  unequal  effort  among the

members of the group. To resolve the first problem, the students should be taught to take

care when working with shared editing documents in the cloud (Google Documents). They

should also be taught how easily they could delete work done by their colleagues without

even realising they have done so. In the same manner, they should be shown how to undo

unwanted changes made to the document and the importance of downloading a copy of the

document, at least, every two hours. To manage situations involving unequal effort among

the students it  is useful if  the tutor knows exactly what sub-task each student should be

carrying out and that, once the unit has been completed, the teacher assesses the collective

and individual effort made by each student. The individual and collective grades of each unit

must have specific weight in so far as the project assessment criteria (3.2.2.). Frequent and

personalised feedback accompanied by recommendations for improvement (on attitude or

content) is a very effective way to manage this type of problems.

3.4.- The trip
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Without a doubt, the trips there and here are the heart of the Enterprising & Fun project. 

These are the days during which the project’s most important educational experiences will 

take place. Hence, all necessary preparation must be carried out in due time and form.  

3.4.1.- Behaviour (letter of commitment)

Secondary  school  teachers  work  with  sensitive  and  sometimes  volatile  material,  as

teenagers can often be considered. The most straightforward and transparent way of dealing

with behavioural issues is to hold an informative meeting before the trip with the students,

teachers and families involved. At this meeting the teachers will explain what the students

can and can’t do during the trip. It is advisable that the families sign a written document in

which they undertake that in the event of their child committing serious misconduct during

the trip (verbal abuse, aggression or trashing), the child will immediately be sent back to their

country of residence and the families will have to assume the expenses arising from the

return flight. We advise against allowing students to take part in the project if during that

same academic year they have committed serious misconduct.

3.4.2.- Legal documentation for travelling with minors. 

The necessary documentation for a teacher to travel with minors varies depending on the 

country of origin and destination. Below are several relevant points to be taken into account.

3.4.2.1.- Visas. 

You will first need to check the nationality of all people travelling and, secondly, you must

know which ones may require a visa to travel  to the country in  question.  The pertinent

embassies  and/or  consulates will  need to be contacted.  EU nationals  or  citizens of  the

Schengen Area who are visiting another country within the EU or the Schengen Area won’t

normally be required to take out a visa. It must be noted that possible terrorist alerts may

modify this situation. If in doubt, contact the pertinent embassy or consulate directly.

3.4.2.2.- National documentation and passport.
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For greater security, all students will have to travel with their official national identification

document and passport. If these are students with a third country nationality, they must also

carry their residence permit.

3.4.2.3.- Family and police authorisation.

Some European police forces provide the possibility of preparing a certificate for families to

authorise their child to visit a specific country on specific dates. These certificates minimise

the risk of border problems. These certificates should preferably be requested in English.

3.4.2.4.- List of group members signed by the management team.

In a complementary manner, it would be very useful if the director of the centre were to sign

a document  in  English  listing the names and passport  numbers of  all  the teachers  and

students travelling, as well as the dates. 

3.4.3.- Insurance.

The insurance covers offered by travel agencies are relatively economic and normally cover

cancellations,  hospitalisation  and  repatriation  under  the  circumstances  foreseen  in  the

clauses. They are highly recommended. 

3.4.4.- European health insurance card

If EU citizens travel to another EU country, the European health insurance card will facilitate

free and immediate healthcare. This document is easy to obtain for families and its potential

benefits are numerous.

3.4.5.- Allergies, illnesses and medication.

Families must inform in writing regarding any allergy, illness, treatment or medication related

to their child. A blank space can be left on the letter of commitment (3.4.1.) so the families

can write any considerations they deem necessary.

3.4.6.- Students’ money: a matter of agreement.
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It is good for students to learn to administer their own money and for them to carry small

amounts of money to buy themselves souvenirs or presents for their families. It is also worth

noting that the families may have different economic capabilities and that in some cases this

may be a sensitive issue. The easiest way of handling the issue is that during the parents’

meeting held prior to the trip, which will be attended by teachers, families and the students,

an agreement is reached on the amount of money the students should take with them on the

trip. 

3.4.6.1.- Cash.

Families who wish their child to carry cash will be responsible for changing the currency, if

necessary.  Banks  and  local  agencies  normally  provide  interesting  exchange  rates.  If

required, money can be changed at most airports but the rates are less advantageous. 

3.4.6.2- Debit cards.

In different western countries teenagers over the age of 16 have debit cards in their own

names (authorised users)  linked to bank accounts guaranteed by their  mother  or  father

(account  holder).  For  countries  in  which  card  payments  are  very  frequent  (Norway  or

Iceland, for example), this could be an interesting and safe option. In this case, students will

try to avoid drawing cash from cash machines abroad and thus avoid having to pay high

commissions.  

3.4.7.- Harmony when visiting and hosting

The best was to handle coexistence issues is through prevention. In the framework of the

meetings  held  with  the  families,  they  and  the  students  should  be  explained  basic

coexistence rules and these should be provided in writing. Under no circumstance will  a

student be permitted to attack anyone, mistreat material or misbehave towards colleagues,

teachers  or  any  other  persons.  Students  must  take  great  care  regarding  racist,  sexist,

homophobic  or  discriminatory  comments.  If  all  students  are  aware  that  in  the  event  of

serious misconduct they will be sent home immediately and they will be expelled from the

project,  the  possibility  of  problems is  significantly  reduced.  In  the  event  of  any  type  of

conflict,  the students must  inform the teachers directly  without  becoming involved in  the

spiral of conflict. Students should be informed that no form of disrespect will be tolerated,

neither in person nor via electronic platforms such as emails or social media.
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Students must understand that they will be visiting a new country and a new culture and that

they must be capable of adapting to this and, when they are the hosts, helping their new

colleagues to adapt. People from different cultures may react in different ways when faced

with the same situation. Understanding, flexibility and a climate of understanding will be key.

In any case, it is essential to preserve the principle of academic equality. That is, regardless

of the origin of the students participating in the Enterprising & Fun project, all students must

be subject to the same behavioural standards, they must all be explained using the same

emphasis and they must all be punished in the same manner when found to be behaving

inappropriately.

3.4.8.- 24-hour mobile contact telephone number.

When travelling, regardless of whether our teaching staff is visiting or hosting, it is advisable

to have a mobile phone belonging to the school available 24-hours so the students and

teachers can call in the event of an emergency.

3.5.- Project awareness.

Enterprising & Fun is  an educational  project  that  not  only aims to create impact  on the

students and families directly involved. Enterprising & Fun also aims to cover other goals

such  as  creating  awareness  of  an  educational  methodology  involving  international

cooperative work based on values such as tolerance, sustainable development and building

inclusive economies that do not give rise to unfair or insurmountable inequalities. To do this,

the project must also have its own dissemination.   

 

3.5.1.- Web page

It is convenient to create a joint web page between the centres organising an Enterprising & 

Fun project. This web-based platform will enable to create awareness regarding your 

activities and to publish information and documents that may be of use for all the teachers, 

students and parents.

3.5.2.- Social media.

Twitter, Facebook, Youtube and Instagram are tools that can be very helpful. Encourage your

students to use social media to publish under the hashtag #EnterprisingAndFun and explain
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everything they are experiencing and learning throughout the project. On the website you

can  include  a  link  to  all  the  publications  posted  under  your  project’s  hashtag or  create

accounts for your project on different social media to repost the students’, teachers’ and

families’ posts. Students should also be warned of the possible dangers associated to the

use of social media and be explained what they can and can’t post.

3.5.3.- Media

Television,  radio and press -especially  local-  are sure to be interested in  an innovative,

multidisciplinary and international educational project. It would be a good idea for journalists

from different media to prepare a report on your trip and project, and for the English teachers

to explain to the students how they should talk in public and how to deal with the media in

English.
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4.- PROJECT CLOSING

4.1.- Closing ceremony and thanks.

To  conclude  the  project,  we  recommend  a  formal  thanks  be  extended  to  the  families,

students and teachers involved. From an organisational stance, the easiest way is to stage

two parallel events: one in country A with the educational community of country A which has

been involved in the project and an identical event in country B with its own educational

community. 

It  would  be  good  to  invite  the  media  and  notable  figures  from  within  the  culture  and

education spheres. The aim of the event is to thank all the people who made the project a

reality, especially the students. Divided into working groups, the students can explain the

attendees what they have learnt throughout the project and what their favourite experiences

have been. Also in groups, the students can play a video/summary of their work, in which

they can summarise their idea of a socially responsible business or organisation. Then, it

might be a good idea to individually award each student with an Enterprising & Fun project

achievement certificate, as well as a small memento. After the award ceremony it would be

nice to have an area with drinks and nibbles where parents, teachers and students can talk

about the experience and enrichment they have obtained by taking part in the Enterprising &

Fun project.

4.2.- Comprehensive assessment of the project.

It  is  important  to  understand  that  any  educational  project  that  is  carried  out  is  always

susceptible of being improved, refocused or updated. In order to carry out a comprehensive

assessment of the project it may be good to prepare a series of surveys that will provide us

with  a  panoramic  view  of  all  the  proposals,  contributions,  opinions,  suggestions  and

criticisms originating from the main actors involved in the project. Beyond the useful 1 to 10

scores, the respondents must be provided with spaces where they can freely write their own

ideas  and  views  and  thus  enrich  the  assessment  process.  A simple  way  of  creating

personalised  surveys  would  be  by  using  Google  Forms.  This  tool  allows  to  prepare

personalised surveys, send them in a convenient manner and process and analyse the data

in an agile manner. The main surveys to be prepared would be:  

4.2.1- Specific survey for students.

4.2.2.- Specific survey for families.
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4.2.3.- Specific survey for project teachers.

4.2.4.- Specific survey for external teachers.

4.2.5.- Specific survey for management teams.

4.3.- Brief final report and preparation of the next edition.

Once the results of the surveys have been analysed, a brief report can be prepared on the

final assessment of the project.  The report  will  extend to about  two pages and must  be

summarised, practical and useful. The analysis graphics of the surveys may be appended to

the report. The first part of the report should include a list of all points that have worked in a

satisfactory or very satisfactory manner and that should be repeated in the second edition of

the  project  carried  out  by  the  centre.  The  second  part  should  include  proposals  for

improvement  to  be taken into account  for  increasing the organisational  and educational

quality  of  the  project.  It  is  important  to  highlight  all  measures  that  would  increase  the

educational and social impact of the next edition of your Enterprising & Fun but, on the other

hand,  it  is  also important  that  you come up with proposals  that  would make the project

management as easy and simple as possible for you, as teachers. It is very important that

you enjoy and feel good about working on this educational project. 

Having reached this point, it’s time you rest and congratulate each other for the important

educational and social task you have carried out. To all of you who have carried out your

project  to  this  point  following  this  teachers’  guide,  we  extend  our  most  sincere

congratulations.  Congratulations  to  everyone  and  thank  you  for  all  your  hard  work  and

dedication.
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